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ABSTRAC’I 
This paper presents conditions which are necessary and sufficient for (AB)f = 
B+AW for all normalized generalized inverses AW of the complex matrix A. Cor- 
responding conditions are stated which are equivalent to the situation where (AB)+ = 
B,A+ is satisfied by each weak generalized inverse B, of B. The results are applied 
to theorems by Baskett and Katz and by Schwerdtfeger. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [2], Greville has obtained necessary and sufficient conditions in 
order that the reverse order law (JIB)+ = B+A+ hold for pseudoinverses 
of matrices A and B. The replacement of one of Bf or A+ in the right 
member by a weak generalized inverse or a normalized generalized inverse 
(see [5]) leads to some interesting results relating to theorems by Baskett 
and Katz [l] and by Schwerdtfeger [4]. 
1. GENERALIZATIONS OF THE REVERSE ORDER LAW 
By a weak generalized inverse of A, we mean a matrix A, such that 
AA,.4 = A,A,AA, = A,,and(A,A)* = A,A. Anormalizedgeneralized 
inverse of A is a matrix A” which satisfies AA”A = A, AOAAU = A w, 
and (AA”)* = AA”. We concentrate our attention on normalized general- 
ized inverses, and indicate how corresponding results may be obtained 
for weak generalized inverses. 
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Let [A, Y] = A+ + YA* - A+AYA*, where A and Y are two 
matrices for which this expression can be formed. Clearly for Y = 0 and 
for Y = A+ one has [A, Y] = A+, and [A, Y] is a normalized generalized 
inverse of A. 
Moreover the following result will be required. 
LEMMA 1. For a given normalized gelzeralized inverse A” of A a matrix 
Y can be feud such that A” = [A, Y]. 
Proof. From [3, Theorem 21, it is known that the condition AA”A = A 
implies the existence of a matrix 2 such that A” = A+ + 2 - A+AZAA+. 
Thus it remains to be shown that this matrix 2 can be factorized in the 
form 2 = YA*. We have 
2 = A” - A+ + A+AZAA+. 
Since A*AAW = A* and rank AW = rank A, we have ,%!(A”) = 92(A*) = 
&?(A+), where 9?(A) denotes the row-space of A. Therefore 
a(Z) = W(A” - A+ + A+AZAA+) c &‘(A*), 
and hence Z = YA* for some Y. 
As an intermediate result, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The equation (AB)+ = B+AW is satisfied by all A” if and 
only if 
BB+A*AB = A*AB (1) 
B*(I - A+A)YA* = 0 for all Y. (2) 
Proof. First suppose that (AB)+ = B+AO for all A”. Then (AB)+ = 
B+A+, and (1) holds by Theorem 1 of [2]. Moreover, in view of Lemma 1, 
we have B+[A, Y] = (AB)+ for all Y. This implies (2) since the reverse 
order law holds and ker(B+) = ker(B*). 
Now suppose (1) and (2) hold. Then using Y = BB* in (2) yields 
B*(I - A+A)BB*A* = 0. 
Multiplication on the left by AB gives 
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ABB*(I - A+A)BB*A* = 0, 
which implies A+ABB*A* = BB*A* since I - A+A is hermitian 
idempotent. Hence (AB)+ = B+,4+ by Theorem 1 of [2]. But then for 
any A” = [A, Y] we have 
B+A” = B+A’ + B-:(1 - A+A)YA”, 
= B+A+ 
= (AB)+. 
The next lemma allows us to obtain an improved version of Theorem 1. 
We denote the column-space of A by %?(A). 
LEMMA 2. If A # 0, then condition (2) holds if and only if ker(d) c 
ker(B*). 
Proof. Suppose first that ker(A) c ker(B*). Then since 
w(I - A+A) = ker(Af4) = ker(A), 
each column of (I - A+A)YA* is in ker(A) c ker(B*) which implies that 
B*(I - A+A)YA* = 0, independent of Y. 
Now suppose (2) holds and let a be an element of ker(A) = %(I - A+A). 
Then there is a column matrix b such that (I - A+A)b = a. Choose a 
square matrix Y such that Yc = b, where c is the first nonzero column of 
A*. Then YA* has b as a column so that (I - AfA) YA* has a as a column. 
But then B*a = 0 since B*(I - A+A)YA* = 0. Hence ker(A) G ker(B*). 
THEOREM 2. If A # 0, then (AB)+ = B+AW for all A” if and only if 
BB+A*AB = A*AB (1) 
and 
A+AB = B. (3) 
Proof. We need only show that (3) is equivalent to ker(A) c ker(B*). 
We have ker(A) = [%?(A*)lL and ker(B*) = [U(B)]l, so ker(A) E ker(B*) 
if and only if [%(A*)] L 5 [V(B)IL. But this last containment is equivalent 
to V(A *) 1 V(B), which in turn is equivalent to (3). 
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Applying Theorem 2 to the product B*A* and using the fact that B, 
is a weak generalized inverse for B if and only if (B,)* is a normalized 
generalized inverse for B*, one obtains the following result. 
THEOREM 3. If B # 0, then (AB)+ = B,A+ for all B, if and only if 
A’ABB*A* = BB*A”, (4) 
and 
BB+A* = A*. (5) 
2. A CONlZECTION WITH EP, MATRICES 
In Cl], Baskett and Katz presented the following two results. 
THEOREM 4. A matrix A is EP, if and only if (AZ)+ = (A+)2 and 
rank A = rank AZ. 
THEOREM 5. If A, B, and AB aye EP, matrices, then (AB)+ = B+A+. 
The following two theorems show how the condition (AZ)+ = (A+)2 
may be strengthened in order to delete the condition that rank A = 
rank A2 from the hypothesis for Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 6. A matrix A is EP, if and only if (A2)+ = A+AW for all Au. 
Proof. If (A2)+ = A+AW for all A”, then (A%)+ = (A+)2. Also, 
A+A2 = A by Theorem 2, so that rank A < rank A2 < rank A. Hence 
A is EP, by Theorem 4. 
NOW suppose A is EP,. Then V(A) = %?(A*) by [l, Theorem 11, so that 
A+A2 = A and AA+A* = A*. Hence (AZ)+ = A+AW for all A” by 
Theorem 2. 
The next theorem can be proved in a similar manner. 
THEOREM 7. A matrix A is EP, if and only if (A2)+ = A,A+ for all A,. 
Applications of Theorems 2 and 3 together with Theorem 3 of [l] yield 
the following generalization of Theorem 5. 
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THEOREM 8. If A and B aye EP,, then AB is EP, if and only if 
(AB)+ = B+AW for all A” (6) 
(AB)+ = B,A+ for all B,. (7) 
3. A GENERALIZATION OF A THEOREM OF SCHWERDTFEGER 
In [4], Schwerdtfeger presented the following sufficient conditions for 
the reverse order law to hold. 
THEOREM 9. Let A and B be two mat+ces of the same rank p for which 
AB is defined. If the eigenvectors for the nonzeyo eigenvalues of A*A and 
BB” span the same space, then (AB)+ = BfA+. 
The hypothesis of Schwerdtfeger’s theorem is equivalent to requiring 
that V(A*A) = %‘(BB*), which is equivalent to +?(A*) = V(B). Moreover, 
requiring that %?(A*) = S’(B) amounts to requiring that (3) and (5) hold, 
and these are equivalent to (6) and (7). Hence we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 10. Let A and B be two matrices of the same rank for which 
AB is defined. Then the eigenvectors for the nonzeqo eigenvakes of A*A 
and BB* span the same space if and only if both (6) and (7) hold. 
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